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Thin, Zero and Smart Clients
To ease the transition away from the PC, and into the cloud, ViewSonic has leveraged its 25 years
of expertise to complement today’s (and tomorrow’s) post-PC world. ViewSonic offers a complete
line of cloud-enabled thin, zero and smart clients that are optimized for each of the most popular
VDI solutions. With ViewSonic’s complete line, you can quickly and easily deploy virtual desktops
across your entire enterprise.

Compact Form Factor
With an ultra-slim 0.6L form factor that fits in the
palm of your hand, and easily attaches to any
VESA-ready monitor, our thin and zero clients
save space without sacrificing performance.

Quick and Easy Deployment

Flexible Desktop Virtualization

All of our thin and zero client solutions can be
deployed and provisioned in minutes, and can be
easily scaled to thousands of users.

ViewSonic’s thin and zero clients are optimized for each
of the most popular virtualization solutions (including
Citrix, VMware, and Microsoft RDP with RemoteFX).

Lower TCO
Easier and faster deployment, simplified management,
and increased reliability and security lead to a lower
cost of ownership. In addition, pair any of our thin
and zero clients with a ViewSonic LED monitor and
consume less than 30W of power as compared to
150W for a typical PC.

Only ViewSonic Offers
Operating System Flexibility

Dual Display Productivity

ViewSonic is the only partner offering your
choice of VDI solutions that support Linux,
Windows and Android.

With dual video outputs, ViewSonic’s thin and zero
clients and integrated zero client displays are optimized
for two 1080p displays for increased productivity.

Smart Display Clients

Thin Clients

Zero Clients

Integrated Zero Client Displays

4Perfect for businesses looking for a cost-effective
solution for their virtual desktop needs.

4Well-suited for intensive 2D and 3D graphicsbased applications.

4Equipped with Texas Instruments® ARM or
NVIDIA® Tegra™ CPU.

4Features a powerful Intel® Atom™ CPU for true
PC-like performance.

4A Teradici® 2321 processor and support for
hardware accelerated PCoIP enable blazing-fast
response times.

4Full HD LED displays with integrated Teradici 2321
processors and support for hardware accelerated
PCoIP enable blazing-fast response times.

4Preinstalled with Citrix® XenMobile™ and Worx Home
to leverage your mobile management initiatives on
the desktop.

4Optimized for Citrix® ICA/HDX, VMware® PCoIP®,
and Microsoft® RemoteFX®—making it a versatile
virtualization solution with endless possibilities.

4True zero clients featuring no local memory or
moving parts for the ultimate in energy savings
and reliability.

4The combination of an energy efficient LED screen,
and integrated zero client provides the lowest possible
TCO and all-in-one design for clutter-free desktop.

4VMware® Horizon View™ certified

4VMware Horizon View certified

